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The totally ordered spaces that are compact and connected in their order topologies
are characterized as images of lexicographic cubes. The Banach space of continuous
functions on the lexicographic product of compact totally ordered spaces, whose spaces
of continuous functions have locally uniformly convex norms, has an equivalent locally
uniformly convex norm if; and only if, the product is countable. The Banach space of
continuous functions on a compact totally ordered space always has an equivalent
Kadec norm. Those compact totally ordered spaces, for which the Banach space of
continuous functions has an equivalent locally uniformly convex norm, are charac-
terized in terms of the bounded decreasing interval functions that can be defined on
the intervals of the totally ordered spaces. Some examples are discussed in detail.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper we reserve the symbol L for a totally ordered
space that is compact in its order topology, or simple a compact totally
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ordered space. We use 0L or 0 and 1L or 1 to denote the least and largest
points of L.
Previous work [4, 5] studies the spaces C(L) of real-valued continuous
functions on totally ordered compact spaces L and, in particular, obtains
the following results.
Let L be a compact totally ordered space. The Banach space C(L), when
taken with its pointwise topology, is _-fragmented using pointwise closed sets.
The space C(L) has a countable cover by sets that are, with their pointwise
topology, of small local diameter. Further, the norm, weak and pointwise
families of Borel sets of C(L) coincide.
We do not explain the definitions used in these statements, since we shall
not be concerned with these concepts in this paper, beyond the next
remark. Weaker versions of most, but not all, of these results would follow
if we knew that the space C(L) had an equivalent Kadec norm. Further,
in some fairly general examples, C(L) was shown to have an equivalent
locally uniformly convex norm.
These results encouraged us to investigate the possibility of finding
locally uniformly convex or Kadec renormings of C(L) spaces. We recall
that a norm on a Banach space is called a Kadec norm if the norm and
weak topologies coincide on the unit sphere defined by that norm. We
prove
Theorem A. Let L be a compact totally ordered space. Then C(L) has
an equivalent Kadec norm that is lower-semicontinuous for the pointwise
topology. Further the pointwise and the norm topologies coincide on the unit
sphere.
Now Troyanski [9, 10, 11] (see [1, p. 148]) has shown that a Banach
space with an equivalent Kadec norm also has an equivalent locally
uniformly convex norm if, it has a strictly convex norm. Thus the question
of whether or not a C(L) space has an equivalent locally uniformly convex
norm reduces to the problem of whether or not it has an equivalent strictly
convex norm. In an earlier version of this work, we adopted an alternative
approach which avoided appealing to Troyanski’s theorem and which had
the advantage of yielding, subject to appropriate conditions, a locally
uniformly convex equivalent norm which is lower semicontinuous for
the pointwise topology. However, Raja’s new, and beautiful, proof of
Troyanski’s theorem [7] includes a refinement that preserves lower semi-
continuity with respect to coarser locally convex topologies. So our direct
(and rather cumbersome) argument is no longer needed.
Before stating, as Theorem B, our results concerning strict convexity and
local uniform convexity, we need to introduce two further concepts.
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Definition 1.1. A family
I(i0 , i1 , ..., in&1), ij=0 or 1 for 0 j<n, n0,
of closed non-empty intervals of a totally ordered space L, will be called a
dyadic interval system in L, if
I(i0 , i1 , ..., in&1 , 0) and I(i0 , i1 , ..., in&1 , 1)
are disjoint subintervals of I(i0 , i1 , ..., in&1) for n0. Here we adopt the
convention that i0 , i1 , ..., in&1 denotes the empty set when n=0 and we
include the interval I(<) in the family.
Definition 1.2. A function \ is called a decreasing interval function on
the totally ordered space L, if \ is a real-valued function defined on all the
closed intervals I of L and
\(I )\(J) when I#J.
Theorem B. For a compact totally ordered space L following are
equivalent:
(1) there is an equivalent locally uniformly convex norm on C(L),
which is lower semicontinuous for the pointwise topology;
(2) there is an equivalent strictly convex norm on C(L);
(3) there is a bounded decreasing interval function on L which is
constant on no dyadic interval system of L;
(4) there is a set 1 and a bounded linear injection of C(L) into c0(1 ),
which is continuous for the topologies of pointwise convergence on L and 1
respectively.
There is a connection between the statements and proofs of several of the
results in this paper and corresponding ideas about spaces of continuous
functions on trees as developed in [3]. We shall point out some of these
connections as we go on. It should be noted, however, that the construc-
tion of a Kadec norm on C(L) as in Theorem A is a great deal simpler
than its tree counterpart. As a result, the example that we give here of a
Banach space which is not strictly convexifiable, but which has a Kadec
norm, is much easier to understand than the original such example from [3].
Various example of compact totally ordered spaces are obtained by lexico-
graphic products. For instance the familiar ‘‘two arrow space’’ is the
lexicographic product of [0, 1] and [0, 1]. In Section 2, we define general
lexicographic products and prove that each compact connected totally
ordered space is the image of a lexicographic power of [0, 1] under a map
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that preserves the ordering . In Section 3, we study the stability with
respect to lexicographic products of the family of compact totally ordered
spaces L such that C(L) admits an equivalent locally uniformly convex
norm. In Section 4, we introduce and study the notion of ‘‘dyadic atomiza-
tion’’, which is an important tool in proving Theorem A and B. The proof
of Theorem A is given in Section 5. Theorem B is proved in Section 6, and
Section 7 presents examples to illustrate subtleties involved in renorming
C(L) with an equivalent locally uniformly convex norm.
2. LEXICOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS
We start by recalling the definition of a lexicographic product. The
formation of such products is a useful way to create interesting examples;
moreover, as we shall see, all compact totally ordered spaces arise as
images of lexicographic products of elementary spaces.
Definition 2.1. If [L# : 0#<1] is a transfinite sequence of totally
ordered spaces, the lexicographic product
(6)[L# : 0#<1]
of the sequence is the set of points
x=[x# : 0#<1]
with
x# # L# for 0#<1,
ordered by the relation
x< y
if for some { with 0{<1,
x# =y# , for 0#<{,
x{<y{ .
Note that, although lexicographic products are associative, they are not
commutative; it is for this reason that we need to work with ordinal
numbers rather than cardinal numbers. It is straight forward to check that,
if each L# is compact in its order topology, then (6)[L# : 0#<1] is
also compact in its order topology.
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In particular when L#=[0, 1] for all #, we call the totally ordered space
(6)[L# : 0#<1] a lexicographic cube and denote it by ([0, 1]) 1. It
is easy to see that each lexicographic cube with its order topology is a
connected compact Hausdorff space. As an illustration of the use of lexico-
graphic products, we show that each compact connected totally ordered
space is an image of a lexicographic cube under a very special kind of map.
A map . from a totally ordered space L to a second totally ordered space
M is said to be compressive if it is monotonic increasing, i.e. x y in L
implies .(x).( y) in M. Note that in this definition we automatically
have .(x)<.( y) in M implies x< y in L.
Theorem 2.1. Let L be a totally ordered space taken with its order
topology. Then the following are equivalent.
(1) L is compact and connected.
(2) L is the continuous compressive image of a lexicographic cube.
In order to prove this theorem, we need the following lemma that will
form the main inductive step.
Lemma 2.1. Let L be a totally ordered space that contains at least two
points and is compact and connected in its order topology. Then there is a
set-valued map I from the unit interval [0, 1] to L with the following properties.
(1) For each x in [0, 1] the value I(x) is either a single point of L or
an interval [!, ’] in L with !<’.
(2) If x< y in [0, 1] and ! # I(x) and ’ # I( y) then !<’ in L.
(3) If ! # L then there is an x in [0, 1] with ! # I(x).
Proof. Let 0L and 1L be the least and largest elements of L. Since L is
compact, Urysohn’s Lemma, see, for example [6, pp. 112115] tells us that
there is a continuous real-valued function on L, say f, taking only values
in the real interval [0, 1] with f (0L)=0 and f (1L)=1. Write
g(!)=sup[ f (’): 0L’!]
for ! # L. It is easy to see that g is a non-decreasing continuous real-valued
function on L with g(0L)=0 and g(1L)=1, and g(L)=[0, 1] since L is
connected. For each x in the real interval [0, 1] take
I(x)= g&1(x).
It is easy to verify that I satisfies the conditions (1), (2) and (3).
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Corollary 2.1. Let L be a totally ordered space that contains at least
two points and is compact in its order topology. Then there is a continuous
non-decreasing real-valued function |!| defined for all ! in L with |0L |=0,
|1L |=1, where 0L and 1L are the least and largest elements of L.
Proof. The function g(!) introduced in the proof of the lemma satisfies
our requirements for |!|. Note that the connectedness of L is not necessary
for the existence of g.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (1) O (2) Let L be a totally ordered space that
contains at least two points and is compact and connected in is order
topology. For each closed interval J=[a, b] of L, we choose a family
[J[t]: t # [0, 1]] of closed subintervals of J as follows. If J is degenerate,
i.e. a=b, let J[t]=J=[a] for all t # [0, 1]. If a<b, then we use
Lemma 2.1 to construct a family [J[t]: t # ][0, 1]] that satisfies
(a) 0t<s1 O J[t]<J[s], i.e. !<’ whenever ! # J[t], ’ # J[s];
(b) J= [J[t]: t # [0, 1]].
Recall that for each ordinal {, ([0, 1]) { is a lexicographic cube, i.e. the
space of all functions t=[0, {)  [0, 1] ordered lexicographically. If _ is
an ordinal less than {, then t | _ denotes the restriction of t to [0, _). Recur-
sively we define, for each ordinal {, the function I from ([0, 1]) { into the
family of closed (possibly degenerate) intervals of L by
(i) I(<)=L;
(ii) I(t)={I(t | _)[t(_)] [I(t | _): _<{]
if {=_+1,
if { is a limit ordinal.
Note that we must verify that the definition above makes sense at each
ordinal {. In order to do this we show inductively that I has the following
additional properties.
(iii) If t # ([0, 1]) { and #<{, then I(t | #) #I(t) and this inclusion is
proper provided I(t | #) is non-degenerate;
(iv) t, s # ([0, 1]) {, t<s O I(t)I(s);
(v) L= [I(t): t # ([0, 1]) {].
Verification. Clearly (i) defines I in case {=0, and properties (iii)(v)
are trivially satisfied. Now inductively we suppose that I is well-defined on
([0, 1]) _ for all _<{ and that properties (iii)(v) are valid when { is
replaced by each ordinal _ less than {. If {=_+1 for some _, then (ii)
defines a closed subinterval I(t) of I(t | _) (hence, of L) and properties
(iii)(v) are direct consequences of the inductive hypotheses and (a), (b).
Finally assume that { is a limit ordinal and t # ([0, 1]) {. Then by induc-
tive hypothesis (iii), [I(t | _): _<{] is a nested family in closed intervals
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of L. Hence, (ii) gives a closed interval I(t) of L. Properties (iii) and (iv)
for { follow directly from this definition. In order to see (v), let x # L. Then
by an easy induction, one can define an element t # ([0, 1]) { such that
x # I(t | _) for each _<{. Then x # I(t).
Let 1 be an ordinal whose cardinality is larger than the cardinality |L|
of L. Then I(t) is a singleton for each t # ([0, 1])1. For, if I(t) is not a
singleton, i.e. non-degenerate, then by (iii), I(t | _) #I(t | _+1) properly
whenever _+1<1 whence |1 ||L|, contradicting the choice of 1. Define
the function f : ([0, 1])1  L so that [ f (t)]=I(t) for each t # ([0, 1]) 1.
Then by (iv) and (v), f is compressive and surjective.
(2) O (1) Clearly compressive map is continuous relative to the order
topologies. Since ([0, 1]) 1 is compact and connected, its compressive
image is also compact and connected.
Remark. In the above proof of (1) O (2), 1 can be taken to be the least
ordinal such that I(t) is degenerate for each t # ([0, 1]) 1.
3. COUNTABLE LEXICOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS OF TOTALLY
ORDERED COMPACT SPACES
We now state our first renorming theorems.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that for some countable ordinal 1, the totally
ordered spaces [L# : 0#<1] are compact in their order topologies, and
that the Banach spaces C(L#) have equivalent locally uniformly convex
norms. Then the Banach space C(L) with
L=(6)[L# : 01<L],
has an equivalent locally uniformly convex norm.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that K is the continuous image of a closed subset
of a totally ordered space that is the compressive image of a lexicographic
cube ([0, 1]) 1 with 1 a countable ordinal. Then C(K) has an equivalent
locally uniformly convex norm.
We start with three lemmas, the proof of the first, being an argument
that occurs in proofs of the Open Mapping Theorem, is omitted. The next
two lemmas yield special cases of Theorem 3.1.
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Lemma 3.1. Let T be a bounded linear map of a Banach space X into a
Banach space Y. Suppose that there is a dense linear subspace Y0 of Y and
a constant M>0 such that for each y # Y0 there exists x # X satisfying
T(x)= y and &x&M &y&.
Then T(X)=Y.
The next lemma concerns the lexicographic product of two totally
ordered spaces L and M, we use L (_) M to denote this product.
Lemma 3.2. Let L and M be compact totally ordered spaces. If both the
spaces C(L) and C(M) have equivalent locally uniformly convex norms, then
so does the space C(L(_) M).
Proof. Suppose that the spaces C(L) and C(M) have equivalent locally
uniformly convex norms. Write X=C(L (_) M) and let C0(M) be the
closed linear subspace of C(M) consisting of all g # C(M), with
g(0M)=0,
0M being the least element of M and 1M being the largest element of M. We
introduce the l -sum
l[C0(M)l : l # L],
where C0(M)l is a copy of C0(M) for each l # L. This sum consists of all
points
g=[gl : gl # C0(M)l for l # L],
for which the norm
&g&=sup[&gl &: l # L]
is finite. We also consider the c0 -sum
c0[C0(M)l : l # L]
consisting of all points g of l[C0(M)l : l # L] for which
[&gl&: l # L] # c0(L)
We now define a map T from X=C(L (_) M) to
l[C0(M)l : l # L]
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by taking
Tf =g=[gl : l # L]
with
gl(m)= f (l, m)= f (l, m)& f (l, 0M) for m # M.
We verify that T in facts maps X into the space
Y=c0[C0(M)l : l # L].
Suppose that f =f (l, m) is a continuous function on L (_) M and that
Tf =g. Suppose further that there are infinitely many l in L for which
&gl&>=. We choose a sequence l(n), n0, in L for which
&gl(n)&=, for n0.
By passing to a subsequence we may suppose that the sequence l(n) is
strictly monotone, i.e. strictly increasing or decreasing in L. We can choose
m(n) in M for each n with
&gl(n)&=| f (l(n), m(n))& f (l(n), 0M)|=.
Then l(n) converges monotonically to some point, l* say, of L. Now
(l(n), m(n)) and (l(n), 0M) both converge to the same point, (l*, 0M) if
l(n) is strictly increasing and to (l*, 1M) if l(n) is strictly decreasing. This
leads to a contradiction to the continuity of f at m(l*, 0M) or (l*, 1M).
Thus
&gl&=
for at most a finite number of points l of L. Consequently, T maps X
into Y. This map T is linear and also bounded, since
&Tf &=sup[&gl&: l # L]
=sup[& f (l, m)& f (l, 0M)&: l # L, m # M]
2 & f &.
Note that ker T consists of all the functions f on X with f (l, m) constant
on [(l, 0M), (l, 1M)] for each l # L. Hence ker T is isometrically
isomorphic to C(L).
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We consider the subset Y0 of Y consisting of all points g of Y, where, for
some finite set F=[l0 , l1 , ..., ln] with
0L=l0<l1< } } } <ln=1L
one has
&gl&=0 for l # L"F.
Note that we do not require that &gl&>0 when l # F. The set Y0 is clearly
dense in Y. Consider such a point g of Y0 . We seek a function f in X with
Tf =g. We define f on each interval of the form [(li , 0M), (li , 1M)],
i=0, 1, ..., n, by
f (li , m)= g(m)li for m # [0M , 1M],
i=0, 1, ..., n. For each interval [li&1 , li], 1in, in L we use the
Corollary 2.1 to choose a monotonic real-valued continuous function hi on
[li&1 , li] with
hi (li&1)=gli&1(1M)
hi (li)=gli (0M)=0.
We then define f on each interval
[(li&1 , 1M), (li , 0M)]
by
f (l, m)=hi (l), 1in.
It is clear that the function f defined in this way is continuous on
L (_) M, satisfies
& f &&g&,
is constant as a function of m on the interval [(l, 0M), (l, 1M)] for each
fixed l in L"F and
f (l, m)= gl(m), on [(l, 0M), (l, 1M)]
for each l in F. Thus Tf =g with & f &&g&. Since this holds for each g in
the set Y0 that is dense in Y, it follows by Lemma 3.1 that TX=Y.
By considering the family [P(l) : l # L] of natural projections P(l) of Y
onto its component spaces C0(M)(l) , l # L, and using the fact that these
component spaces have equivalent locally uniformly convex norms, it follows
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by a result of Zizler [12, Theorem 1] that Y has an equivalent locally
uniformly convex norm.
Now both the Banach space C(L)rker T and the Banach space Y=im T,
with T a continuous linear map from X to Y, have equivalent locally uniformly
convex norms, it follows from the three space property for such norms, due
to Godefroy, Troyanski, Whitfield and Zizler [2], that X has an equivalent
locally uniformly convex norm, as required.
Lemma 3.3. Let [Ln : n1] be a sequence of compact totally ordered
spaces. If each space C(Ln), n1, has an equivalent locally uniformly convex
norm, then
C((6)[Ln : n1])
also has an equivalent locally uniformly convex norm.
Proof. Suppose that each space C(Ln), n1, has an equivalent locally
uniformly convex norm. We introduce some notation. We write
L(|)=(6)[Ln : n1],
and
L(n)=(6)[Lr : 1rn],
for n1. We use 0n and 1n to denote the least and largest members of Ln
for n1. For each point
x=[xr : xr # Lr , r1] # L(|),
we use [x(n); 0[n]] to denote the point y of L(|) with
ys =xs , 1sn,
ys=0s , n<s
and we use [x(n); 1[n]] to denote the point z of L(|) with
zs =xs , 1sn,
zs=1s , n<s
all for n1. We also used [x]n to denote the interval
[[x(n); 0[n]], [x(n); 1[n]]]
between this points.
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When ! # Ln we use |!| to denote a continuous increasing real-valued
function with |0n |=0 and |1n |=1, chosen by use of the Corollary to
Lemma 2.1.
We use this notation to construct a sequence Pn , n1, of continuous
linear maps from C(L(|)) to itself with the following properties.
(a) &Pn&=1 for n1.
(b) PrPs=Ps Pr=Pr for 1r<s.
(c) For each f in C(L(|)) we have
lim
n  
Pn f =f
in norm.
(d) For n1, the range of Pn in C(L(|)) is a closed linear subspace
that has an equivalent locally uniformly convex norm.
For each f in C(L(|)) for each n1 and each x in L(|) we define
Pn f (x)=(1&|xn+1| ) f ([x(n); 0[n]])+|xn+1| f ([x(n); 1[n]]).
Thus, on the interval [x]n, Pn f (x) is defined by a generalized linear inter-
polation formula between the values of f at the end-points of the interval.
We first need to show that the functions Pn f defined on L(|) in this way
are continuous; they are clearly independent of the values taken by xn+2 ,
xn+3 , ... in Ln+2 , Ln+3 , ... . Since |xn+1| is continuous on Ln+1 , it is clear
that Pn f is continuous on each interval [x]n relative to this interval. Thus
it remains to show that Pn f is continuous from below at the point
[x(n); 0[n]] when x(n)>0(n) and continuous from above at [x (n); 1[n]]
when x(n)<1(n).
By symmetry it is enough to consider the continuity of Pfn from below
at the point [x(n); 0[n]] with x(n)>0(n). Let =>0 be given. Since f is
continuous at [x(n); 0[n]] we can choose ! in L(|) with !<[x(n); 0[n]] so
that
| f ( y)& f ([x(n); 0[n]])|<=
for all y with !< y<[x(n); 0[n]]. Then necessarily !(n)<x(n) and so
![!(n); 1[n]]<[x(n); 0[n]].
Provided y satisfies
[!(n); 1[n]]< y<[x(n); 0[n]],
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we have
[!(n); 1[n]]<[ y(n); 0[n]]<[ y(n); 1[n]]<[x(n); 0[n]].
Thus
| f ([ y(n); 0[n]])& f ([x(n); 0[n]])|<=,
and
| f ([ y(n); 1[n]])& f ([x(n); 0[n]])|<=.
These inequalities, together with the ‘‘linear interpolation’’ formula, imply
that
|Pn f ( y)&Pn f ([x(n); 0[n]])|<=
when
[!(n); 1[n]]< y<[x(n); 0[n]].
Thus Pn f is continuous from below at the point [x(n); 0[n]]. We have now
proved that Pn f is continuous on L(w).
It is now clear that for each n1, the map Pn is a linear map from
C(L(|)) to itself with &Pn&=1. Further, Pn , n1, is a sequence of projec-
tions with
PrPs=PsPr=Pr for 1rs.
Again Pn maps the function f of C(L(|)) into a function in the closed linear
subspace of C(L(|)) consisting of all functions g of C(L(|)) satisfying the
linear condition
g(x)=(1&|xn+1| ) g([x(n); 0[n]])+|xn+1| g([x(n); 1[n]])
for each x in L(|). This closed linear subspace of C(L(|)) is clearly isometri-
cally isomorphic to the linear subspace of C(L(n+1)) consisting of all
functions h of C(L(n+1)) satisfying
h(x)=(1&|xn+1| ) h(x1 , x2 , ..., xn , 0n+1)+|xn+1| h(x1 , x2 , ..., xn , 1n+1)
for all x=(x1 , x2 , ..., xn+1) in L(n+1). By our assumptions and Lemma 3.2
the space C(L(n+1)) has an equivalent locally uniformly convex norm.
Hence the range of the projection Pn in C(L(|)) is a closed linear subspace
of C(L(|)) having an equivalent locally uniformly convex norm. We have
now verified that the conditions (a), (b) and (d) are satisfied.
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It remains to prove that the condition (c) is satisfied. For each n1
consider the projection pn : L(|)  L(n) defined by x [ [x1 , x2 , ..., xn]. We
show that each pn is continuous with respect to the order topologies on
L(|) and L(n). If !<’ in L(n) then != pn(x) and ’= pn( y) for some x, y
in L(|). Thus
p&1n ((!, ’))=p
&1
n ( pn(x), pn( y))
=([x(n); 1[n]], [ y(n); 0[n]])
which is open in L(|). Since the intervals (!, ’) with !<’ form a basis for
the open sets of L(n) it follows that pn is continuous. Now consider any f
in C(L(|)) and any =>0. Then
U=[(x, y) # L(|)_L(|) : | f (x)& f ( y)|<=]
is open in L(|)_L(|). Write
Cn=[(x, y) # L(|)_L(|) : pn(x)= pn( y)]
for each n1, so that Cn #Cn+1 for n1. Then Cn is compact in
L(|)_L(|). Further, the diagonal
q= ,

n=1
Cn
of L(|)_L(|) is contained in U. Hence for some n1, we have Cn /U, so
that
| f (x)& f ( y)|<=
whenever pn(x)= pn( y). Thus for all x in L(|)
| f (x)& f ([x(n); 0[n]])|<=,
| f (x)& f ([x(n); 1[n]])|<=.
It follows from the definition of Pn by the ‘‘linear interpolation’’ formula
that
| f (x)&Pn f (x)|<= for x # L(|).
This proves (c).
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In order to be able to apply a known result it is technically convenient
to introduce two extra continuous linear maps from C(L(|)) to C(L(|))
taking
P0 f = f (0(|)),
and
P| f = f.
It now follows by a simple well-known argument (see, for example, [5,
Lemma 5.1]), that there is a family [Tn : n0] of linear maps Tn from
C(L(|)) to C(L(|)) satisfying:
(i) &Tn &2 for n0;
(ii) for f in C(L(|)) the map n [ &Tn & belongs to c0 ;
(iii) each f in C(L(|)) belongs to the closed linear span of the set
[Tn f: n0]; and
(iv) for each n0, the set TnC(L(|)) is contained in a closer linear
subspace of C(L(|)) that has an equivalent locally uniformed convex form.
It now follow by a result of Zizler [12] that C(L(|)) has an equivalent
locally uniformly convex norm. We now prove Theorem 3.1 stated at the
beginning of the section.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. When 1 is finite, the result follows from Lemma 3.2.
When 1 is a countably infinite ordinal, we can choose a sequence #1 , #2 , ... of
ordinal that is cofinal in 1. So 1 can be expressed as a finite or infinite ordinal
sum
1=11+12+ } } } ,
with each 1n strictly less than 1. Now the theorem follows by transfinite
induction using Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3.
Before we prove Theorem 3.2 we need a lemma whose proof closely
follows the proof of Lemma 1 of [4].
Lemma 3.4. Let K be a compact totally ordered space. Let H be a closed
subset of K with the order topology of the total order inherited from K (a
topology that coincides with the topology on H as a subset of K). Then the
space C(H) is isometrically isomorphic to a closed linear subspace of C(K).
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Proof. Since K"H is open, this set is a union of maximal open intervals
in K. Let (_, {) be a typical open interval of this union. Then the endpoints
_ and { belong to H. However we may have intervals of the forms
[0K , {), (_, 1K] with { and _ in H.
We now describe the construction of a map ‘‘hat’’ from C(H) to C(K).
This map is to take a function f in C(H) to the function f of C(K) defined
in the following way.
If an interval [0K , {), with { # H lies in K"H, we define f on this interval
by
f (x)= f ({), 0Kx<{.
Similarly if an interval (_, 1K], with _ # H lies in K"H, we define f on this
interval by
f (x)= f (_), _<x1K .
If (_, {), with _, { in H lies in K"H, we define a continuous increasing
real-valued |x| on the interval [_, {] of K by use of Corollary 2.1 with
|_|=0 and |{|=1, and then take
f (x)=[1&|x|] f (_)+|x| f ({)
for
_<x<{.
As in the proof of Lemma 1 of [4] it follows that f is always continuous
on K and that ‘‘hat’’ provides a norm preserving linear map of C(H) onto
a closed linear subspace of C(K).
Proof of Theorem 3.2. When 1 is a countable ordinal the space C([0, 1]1)
has an equivalent locally uniformly convex norm by Theorem 3.1. If . is a
continuous compressive map of [0, 1]1 to a totally ordered space L, then
L is compact in its order topology and the map taking a function f of C(L)
to the function f b . of C([0, 1]1) yields an isometric isomorphism of C(L)
to a closed linear subspace of C([0, 1]1). Thus C(L) has an equivalent
locally uniformly convex norm.
Now let M be a closed subset of L. It follows from Lemma 3.4 that
C(M) has an equivalent locally convex norm.
Finally if N is the image of M under a continuous map , as in the first
paragraph of this proof the map taking a function f of C(N) to the function
f b  of C(M) embeds C(N) as a closed linear subspace of C(M). Thus
C(N) has an equivalent locally uniformly convex norm, as required.
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4. DYADIC ATOMIZATION
In this section we define and prove properties of dyadic atomization,
which is one of the main tools for the proof of our main Theorems A
and B. Most of the material in this section is more or less well-known to
logicians and set-theorists, and we have adopted the word atomization from
[8]. However, in one or two cases, our applications require us to add a
little more precision to the account.
Definition 4.1. Let L be a totally ordered space taken with its order
topology. A family I of intervals of L is called a dyadic atomization of L
if, for some ordinal 1, I has the form
I=. [I(#): 0#<1],
where the families I(#), 0#<1, satisfy the following conditions.
(1) I(0)=[L].
(2) For each I in I, I is a closed interval [a, b] of L with a<b.
(3) If 0#<1 and [a, b] # I(#) with (a, b){<, then for some c
with c # (a, b), I(#+1) contains the two intervals [a, c] and [c, b], but
contains no other interval that meets (a, b). If 0#<1 and [a, b] # I(#)
with (a, b)=< then [a, b]  I(#+1).
(4) If 3 is a limit ordinal and
I(%) # I(%) for 0%<3,
with
I(0)#I(1)# } } } #I(%)# } } } , 0%<3,
then
J(3)=, [I(%): 0%<3]
is either a single point, or 3<1 and J(3) belongs to I(3).
We now state a theorem elaborating the properties of dyadic atomiza-
tions that we shall need.
Theorem 4.1. Let L be a compact totally ordered space. Then L has a
dyadic atomization. Further, if
I=. [I(#): 0#<3]
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is a dyadic atomization of L, then, in the notation of Definition 4.1, the
following conditions (5) to (8) are satisfied in addition to conditions (1)
to (4).
(5) For any two intervals [a, b] and [c, d] in I just one of the four
conditions
(:) [a, b] % [c, d], (;) [c, d] % [a, b],
(#) bc, ($) da
is satisfied.
(6) Each point x in L has a representation x=a or x=b with [a, b]
and interval in I or a representation
[x]=, [I(:): 0:<*]
with * a limit ordinal and
I(:) # I(:) for 0:<*,
or perhaps a representation in two of these three forms.
(7) If 0Lp<q1L the left-hand end-points of the intervals of I
contained in [ p, q] are dense in [ p, q) and the right-hand end-points of these
intervals are dense in ( p, q].
(8) If f is a continuous function on L with the property f (a)= f (b)
whenever [a, b] is an interval in I, then f is constant on L.
Proof. Let L be a compact totally ordered space. We first prove that L
has a dyadic atomization. We use a construction that is naturally specified
by conditions (1) to (4) of Definition 4.1.
We start by taking I(0) to be [L].
Suppose that for some ordinal #, the family I(#) has been chosen to be
a family of closed non-degenerate (i.e. containing at least two points)
intervals of L. For each interval [a, b] (if any) that has non-empty interior,
we choose c with a<c<b and express [a, b] as the union of the non-
degenerate intervals [a, c], [c, b]. We take I(#+1) to be the family of all
intervals obtained in this way.
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Now suppose that 3 is a limit ordinal and that I(%) has been chosen for
all % with 0%<3. Since L is compact, whenever
I(0)#I(1)# } } } #I(%)# } } } , 0%<3,
with
I(%) # I(%), 0%<3,
the set
J=, [I(%): 0%<3]
is a non-empty closed interval of L. We take I(3) to be the family of all
non-degenerate intervals (if there are any) that arise in this way.
Since at least one non-degenerate interval of L is split up at each stage
of this process, the construction must stop when I(#) contains only two-
point intervals, i.e. I(#+1)=<, or when # is a limit ordinal and all the
intersections of type J consists of single points, i.e. I(#)=<.
Let 1 be the least ordinal with I(1)=<. Then it is clear that this
construction leads to the family
I=. [I(#): 0#<1],
satisfying the conditions (1), (2), (4) and the first part of condition (3). The
last part of condition (3) follows by an easy induction.
We now suppose that
I=. [I(#): 0#<1]
is a dyadic atomization of the totally ordered space L and verify that the
conditions (5) to (8) are satisfied. The previous arguments show that I
must be constructed in the way described above.
It is clear from the construction that if [a, b] and [c, d] are distinct
intervals of I and neither is contained in the other they can have at most
one point in common, so that bc or da. Thus condition (5) holds.
It is clear that a point x of L can only be lost from the union
. [I: I # I(#)]
as # increases, if x is either one of the points of a two-point interval of I
or the single point of a degenerate interval J of the form described in condi-
tion (4). Hence condition (6) holds.
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Before proving (7) and (8), we remark that if [ p, q] is a closed interval
of L with ( p, q)=<, then [ p, q]=[ p, q] belongs to I. To see this, let $,
0<$1, be the least ordinal such that the interval [ p, q] is not contained
in any intervals of I($). Then for each #<$, there is an interval I# with
[ p, q]/I# # I(#). By property (5), [I# : #<$] is necessarily nested. Hence,
if $ were a limit ordinal, then by (4)
[ p, q]/, [I# : #<$] # I($),
contrary to our choice of $. So $=:+1 for some ordinal :. Then
[ p, q]=I: # I. For otherwise I: would contain two subintervals belonging
to I($)=I(:+1), one of which must contain [ p, q]=[ p, q] since the
dividing point of I: cannot be between p and q. Again this contradicts the
choice of $.
To prove (7) it is sufficient to show that, if 0Lp<q1L , there is an
interval [u, w] in I with pu<vq. If ( p, q)=<, the last paragraph
shows that we can take [u, v]=[ p, q]=[ p, q] # I. If ( p, q){<, take
any x in ( p, q). Then, by (6), either
(i) x=a or x=b with [a, b] # I, or
(ii) [x]=[I_ : 0_<*] with * a limit ordinal and I_ # I(_) for
0_<*.
If (i) holds, then necessarily [a, b]=[a, b]/[ p, q] and we can take
[u, w]=[a, b] # I. If (ii) holds, then for some _<*, we have I_/[ p, q]
and we can take [u, v]=I_ .
To prove (8), we suppose that f is a continuous function of L with the
property that f (a)= f (b) whenever [a, b] is an interval in I. We need to
show that this implies that f is constant on L. First, we have f (0L)=f (1L),
and this value is assumed at the subsequent dividing points and by their
limits by the continuity of f. So by a straightforward transfinite induction,
we see that f is constant on the set of end-points of the intervals of I. Since
this set is dense in L by (7), f is constant on L.
5. KADEC NORMS
In this section we prove Theorem A in the Introduction which says, in
particular, that if L is a compact totally ordered space, then C(L) has an
equivalent Kadec norm.
The proof will be based on a series of five lemmas. In these lemmas, L
will be a fixed totally ordered space and f will be a fixed function of C(L).
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We will use 0 and 1 for the least and largest elements of L. We introduce
an ‘‘m-interval variation’’ vm( f ) of f by taking vm( f ) to be
sup { :
m
j=1
| f (aj)& f (a j&1)| : ai # L, 0im
with 0=a0a1 } } } am=1= ,
and also a measure 2( f, a, b) of the ‘‘non-monotonicity’’ of f over the
interval [a, b] of L, by taking
2( f, a, b)=min[2+( f, a, b), 2&( f, a, b)]
with
2+( f, a, b)=sup[ f (c)& f (d ) : acdb],
2&( f, a, b)=sup[ f (d )& f (c) : acdb].
Note that since L is compact, all the suprema in these formulae are
attained.
Lemma 5.1. For each m1, vm(g) is lower semi-continuous for the
pointwise topology of C(L).
Proof. For each m1, vm(g) is the supremum of a family of continuous
functions and so is lower semi-continuous.
Lemma 5.2.
vm( f )&vm&1( f )  0 as m  .
Proof. If =>0, we can choose a finite system of intervals I2 , I2 , ..., Ik
covering L with
osc[ f : Ij]< 12= for 1 jk.
Suppose that m>k. Let a0 , a1 , ..., am be points of L for which the
supremum in the definition of vm( f ) is attained. Then there must be two
adjacent members of the sequence a0 , a1 , ..., am , say ah&1 , ah for some h,
1hm, in a single interval. Consider the sequence
(a$0 , a$1 , ..., a$m&1)={(a0 , ..., ah&1 , ah+1 , ..., am)(a0 , a1 , ..., am&1)
if h<m
if h=m.
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We have
| f (ah+1)& f (ah&1)|
| f (ah)& f (ah&1)|+| f (ah+1)& f (ah)|&2 | f (ah)& f (ah&1)|
if h<m with a similar formula when h=m. It follows that
vm&1( f ) :
m&1
j=1
| f (a$j)& f (a$j&1)|
 :
m&1
j=1
| f (aj)& f (aj&1)|&2 | f (ah)& f (ah&1)|
vm( f )&=.
Thus
0vm( f )& fm&1( f )=,
provided m>k. Hence
vm( f )&vm&1( f )  0 as m  .
If f is monotonic on the interval [a, d] with 0a<d1, then
| f (b)& f (a)|+| f (c)& f (b)|+| f (d )& f (c)|=| f (d )& f (a)|
for all choices of b and c with abcd. However, if f fails to be
monotonic on [a, b] then it is possible to choose b and c with abcd
and
| f (b)& f (a)|+| f (c)& f (b)|+| f (d )& f (c)|>| f (d )& f (a)|.
Our next lemma depends on a quantitative version of this remark.
Lemma 5.3. If ’>0 and 0=a0<a1< } } } <am=1 and
:
m
j=1
| f (aj)& f (aj&1)|>vm+2&’,
then 2( f, aj&1 , a j)< 12’ for 1 jm.
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Proof. Consider an interval [ak&1 , ak] with 1km. First suppose
that f (ak&1) f (ak). In this case we estimate 2+( f, ak&1 , ak) by supposing
that there are c, d in [ak&1 , ak] with c<d and f (c) f (d ). We note that
| f (c)& f (ak&1)|+| f (d )& f (c)|+| f (ak)& f (d )|
| f (ak)& f (ak&1)+ f (c)& f (d)|+| f (d )& f (c)|
= f (ak)& f (ak&1)+2[ f (c)& f (d )].
By considering the sequence
(a0 , ..., ak&1 , c, d, ak , ..., am)
of m+3 points we see that
vm+2 :
m
j=1
| f (a j)& f (aj&1)|+2( f (c)& f (d )).
By our hypothesis
vm+1< :
m
j=1
| f (a j)& f (aj&1)|+’.
Hence
f (c)& f (d )< 12’
so that
2( f, ak&1 , ak)2+( f, ak&1 , ak) 12’.
When f (ak&1)> f (ak) we estimate 2&( f, ak&1 , ak) in the same way.
Lemma 5.4. Let [a, b] be any interval of L and let ‘ be any positive
number. Then there is a finite subset F of [a, b] with the property that
sup[ | f (t)& g(t)| : atb]2(g, a, b)+2‘
for all g in C(L) with
| f (s)& g(s)|‘ for all s in F.
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Proof. We cover [a, b] by a finite set of intervals Ij=[cj , dj], 1 jk
with cj , dj # [a, b], 1 jk, and
osc( f, Ij)<‘ for 1 jk.
Let F be the finite set of all the end-points cj , dj , 1 jk.
Consider any function g of C(L) with
| f (s)& g(s)|‘ for all s in F.
For any t in [a, b] there is a j with 1 jk and
cjtdj .
For different reasons we have
g(t)g(dj)+2+(g, a, b),
f (t)>f (dj)&‘,
and
g(dj)& f (dj)<‘.
Thus
g(t)& f (t)<g(dj)+2+(g, a, b)& f (dj)+‘
<2+(g, a, b)+2‘.
Similarly
& g(t)+ f (t)<& g(cj)+2+(g, a, b)+ f (cj)+‘
<2+(g, a, b)+2‘.
Hence
| f (t)& g(t)|<2+(g, a, b)+2‘.
A similar argument shows that
| f (t)& g(t)|<2&(g, a, b)+2‘.
Since t may be any point in [a, b] the result follows.
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Lemma 5.5. For all =>0, there is a natural number m, a finite subset F
of L and a positive $ such that, if g # C(L) satisfies
vm+2(g)<vm+2( f )+=
and
| f (s)& g(s)|<$ for all s in F,
then
& f& g&<=.
Proof. By Lemma 5.2 we can choose m so that
vm+2( f )<vm( f )+ 14 =.
Then we can choose a0 , a1 , ..., am in L with 0=a0<a1< } } } <am=1 and
:
m
j=1
| f (aj)& f (aj&1)|=vm( f )>vm+2( f )& 14 =.
Now Lemma 5.4 shows us how to choose, for 1 jm, a finite subset Fj
of [aj&1 , a j] so that
sup[ | f (t)& g(t)|: a j&1taj]<2(g, a j&1 , a j)+ 14 =,
provided
| f (s)& g(s)|< 18 = for s # Fj .
We use the finite set
F=[a0 , a1 , ..., am] _ .
1 jm
Fj ,
and set $==8m.
Consider any g in C(L) with
vm+2(g)<vm+2( f )+=
and
| f (s)& g(s)|<$ for s # F.
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Since F contains a0 , a1 , ..., am we have
:
m
j=1
| g(aj)& g(aj&1)|> :
m
j=1
| f (aj)& f (aj&1)|&2m$
>vm+1( f )& 12 =
>vm+2(g)& 32 =.
By Lemma 5.3 we deduce that
2(g, aj&1 , aj)< 34 = for 1 jm.
Since $ 18 =,
sup[ | f (t)& g(t)|: a j&1taj]<2(g, a j&1 , a j)+ 14 =<=,
for 1 jm. Hence
& f& g&<=
as required.
Proof of Theorem A. In the notation used in the lemmas we consider
the function
& f &=& f &+ :

m=1
(2m)&1 2&mvm( f ).
Since the sum is convergent with
& f && f &2 & f &
and all the terms are non-negative and lower semi-continuous for the
pointwise topology of C(L), the function & }& is lower semi-continuous for
the pointwise topology. As & }& satisfies the norm inequality, & }& is a norm
on C(L) that is equivalent to the supremum norm.
Using the new norm, consider any norm closed subset F of the unit
sphere
S=[ f : & f &=1].
If g is a point of S in the pointwise closure of F, then there is a net f: in
F converging to g. By the pointwise convergence and the lower semi-
continuity at g, we have
Lim inf: & f: &&g& ,
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and
Lim inf: vm( f:)vm(g),
for m1. Further
1=& f:&=& f:&+ :

m=1
(2m)&1 2&mvm( f:)
for all :, and
1=&g&=&g&+ :

m=1
(2m)&2 2&mvm(g).
Given =>0, we can choose ; in the system directing the net so that
& f:&>&g&&=,
and
:

m=1
(2m)&1 2&mvm( f:)> :

m=1
(2m)&1 2&mvm(g)&=,
for all : following ;. Hence
| & f:&&&g& |<=,
} :

m=1
(2m)&1 2&mvm( f:)& :

m=1
(2m)&1 2&mvm(g)}<=
for all : following ;. Thus
lim
:
& f:&=&g&
and
lim
:
:

m=1
(2m)&1 2&mvm( f:)= :

m=1
(2m)&1 2&mvm(g).
Repeating the argument we find that
lim
:
vm( f:)=vm(g), for m1.
By using Lemma 5.5 we deduce that f: converges uniformly to g. Since F
is norm closed, g belongs to F and F is pointwise closed relative to S. Thus
the pointwise topology, the weak topology and the norm topology coincide
on S and & }& is a Kadec norm.
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6. CONDITIONS FOR A C(L) SPACE TO HAVE AN EQUIVALENT
LOCALLY UNIFORMLY CONVEX NORM
In this section we prove Theorem B stated in the Introduction. Throughout
the section L will denote a compact totally ordered space.
We recall the conditions on C(L) that Theorem B asserts are equivalent.
(1) There is an equivalent locally uniformly convex norm on C(L)
which is lower semicontinuous for the pointwise topology.
(2) There is an equivalent strictly convex norm on C(L).
(3) There is a bounded decreasing interval function on L that is
constant on no dyadic interval system of L.
(4) There is a set 1 and a continuous linear injection of C(L) into
c0(1 ) which is continuous for the topologies of pointwise convergence on
L and 1 respectively.
Our main task is to show that these conditions are all equivalent. However
we also show that they are all equivalent to the following modified version
of condition (3).
(3a) There is a dyadic atomization I of L and a bounded decreasing
interval function defined on the intervals of I that is constant on no dyadic
interval system contained in I.
Although some of the implications are trivial we set them out as a series
of formal lemmas.
Lemma 6.1. (1) O (2).
Proof. This is trivial as a locally uniformly convex norm is strictly
convex.
Lemma 6.2. (2) O (3).
Proof. Suppose that & }& is an equivalent strictly convex norm on C(L).
For each closed non-degenerate interval I=[a, b] of L define D(I ) to be
the set of all continuous decreasing functions f of C(L) satisfying
f (t)=1, for 0ta,
f (t)=0, for bt1.
By Corollary 2.1 there are always such functions in C(L). Define a function
\ on these non-degenerate intervals I by taking
\(I )=inf[& f &: f # D( f )].
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Since & }& is equivalent to & }& , \(I ) is clearly positive and bounded.
Further, if IJ then D(I )D(J) and \(I )\(J).
Now consider any dyadic interval system
I(i0 , i1 , ..., in&1), i j=0 or 1, for 0 jn&1, n0,
of closed non-degenerate intervals of L with the defining properties that
I(i0 , i1 , ..., in&1 , 0), and I(i0 , i1 , ..., in&1 , 1),
are disjoint subintervals of I(i0 , i1 , ..., in&1) for n0, with the convention
that
i0 , i1 , ..., in&1=< when n=0,
so that I(<) is an interval of the system. We need to show that \ is constant
on no such dyadic interval system of L. To this end, we suppose that \ takes
the constant value \0 on this interval system and we seek a contradiction.
For convenience we will use i | n to denote i0 , i1 , ..., in&1 when n1 and
to denote < when n=0. For each n0, and each i | n we choose f (i | n)
to be a function in D(I(i | n)) with
& f (i | n)&\(I(i | n))+2&n=\0+2&n.
Write
gn=2&n :
i | n
f (i | n),
the sum being taken over the 2n possible choices for i | n. Since gn is a convex
combination of functions in the convex set D(I(<)) all with & }&-norm at
most \0+2&n, the function gn is in D(I(<)) and
\0=\(I(<))&gn&\0+2&n.
Note that
f (i | n) and 12 f (i | n, 0)+
1
2 f (i | n, 1)
differ only on the set I(i | n), and they differ by at most one on this set.
Since the sets I(i | n), for fixed n are disjoint, gn and gn+1 differ by at most
2&n, so that &gn+1& gn&2&n. Thus gn converges in the & }& -norm to
a function g in C(L). Hence gn converges in the strictly convex norm to g,
and g lies in D(I(<)) with &g&=\0 .
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The same argument shows that the sequences g0n and g
1
n defined by
g in=2
&n :
i | n
f (i, i | n), i=0, 1
converge to functions g0 and g1 in D(I(0)) and D(I(1)) with
&g0&=&g1&=\0 .
Further, since
gn+1= 12 g
0
n+
1
2 g
1
n ,
we have
g= 12 g
0+ 12 g
1.
We now have a contradiction to our basic supposition that & }& is a strictly
convex norm. Thus \ cannot be constant on any dyadic interval system
of L.
Lemma 6.3. (3) O (3a).
Proof. By condition (3), there is a bounded decreasing interval function
on L that is constant on no dyadic interval system on L. By Theorem 4.1
L has a dyadic atomization I. The restriction of \ to the intervals of I
satisfies the condition (3a).
Lemma 6.4. (3a) O (4).
Proof. We suppose that I is a dyadic atomization of L and that \ is
a bounded decreasing interval function, defined on the intervals of I, that
is constant on no dyadic system of intervals contained in I. We assume,
as we may, that \ takes its values in the real interval [0, 1]. Further, by
replacing \(I ) by 12\(I ) when I is not a two-point interval and by 1 when
I is a two-point interval, we assure that \(I )=1, when I is a two-point
interval, and that 0\(I ) 12 otherwise. After these modifications, \
retains the property that it is constant on no dyadic system of intervals
contained in I.
For each J in I we define
$(J)=\(J)&sup[\(I ): I # I and I  J].
We give $(L) the conventional value 0. The intervals J in I with $(J){0
will play a special role in the construction of a mapping of C(L) into c0(1 );
we use J to denote the set of these special intervals. Note that, if J=[a, b]
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is a two point interval in I then \(J)=1, but for all I in I that strictly
include J we have \(I ) 12 , ensuring that $(J)
1
2 and J # J.
We take 1 to be the union J _ [<] and define T: C(L)  l(1 ) by
(Tf )(<)=f (0),
(Tf )(J)=$(J)[ f (b)& f (a)], for J=[a, b] # J
for all f in C(L). Clearly T is a linear map of C(L) into l(1 ) with
&T( f )&2 & f & and &T&2.
It is also clear that T is continuous for the topologies of pointwise con-
vergence on L and 1 respectively. We show that in fact T is an injection
of C(L) into c0(1).
Given f # C(L) we first need t show that, for each =>0, the set J= of
those intervals of J with
|T( f )(J)|>=
is finite. Suppose that for some =>0, J= is infinite. Now |T( f )(J)|>=
implies that
$(J) | f (b)& f (a)|>=
so that
$(J)> 12 =& f & .
Now, if J, J$ # J= and J$  J we have
\(J)&\(J$)$(J) 12 =& f & .
Thus, if J0  J1  } } }  Jn lie in J= then
1
2 n=& f & :
n
k=1
(\(Jk)&\(Jk&1))=\(Jn)&\(Jo)1,
and so n2 & f &=. Hence every maximal sequence of decreasing sequence
intervals of J= must be finite and must terminate with a member of J= that
contains no other member of J= . Let T= denote these ‘‘terminal’’, members
of J= . By the same argument, each T in T= can be contained in at most
1+(2 & f & =) intervals of J= . Since J= is infinite, so is T= . Thus we can
choose an infinite sequence, say
Tn=[an , bn], n1,
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of members of T= . Since all members T= are ‘‘terminal’’ no one can contain
any other. By condition (5) of Theorem 4.1 no two members of T= can
intersect in more than one point, and these intervals have a natural order
on L. By a standard argument, we can replace the sequence [an , bn], n1,
by a subsequence of itself, again denoted by [an , bn], n1 with either
(1) bnan+1 , n1, or
(2) bn+1an , n1.
In these cases an and bn have a common limit on L, say c. However, since
0$(J)1 for all J in J= we have
| f (bn)& f (an)||T( f )([an , bn])|=, n1.
This contradicts the continuity of f at c. We are forced to conclude that J=
is finite. Since this holds for all =>0, T is a continuous linear map of C(L)
into c0(1 ).
Now suppose, for sake of argument, that f is a non-zero function in C(L)
that is mapped by T into the zero element of c0(1 ). We obtain a contradic-
tion by constructing a dyadic system of intervals of I upon which \ takes
a constant value. Since (Tf )(<)=0, we have (0)=0. Further, if [a, b] is
an interval of J then
0=(Tf )([a, b])=$([a, b])[ f (a)& f (b)].
By the definition of J we have
$([a, b]){0 so that f (a)= f (b).
Since f (0)=0 and f is not identically zero, f is not constant, and by the
property (8) of the dyadic atomization I, see Theorem 4.1, there is an
interval, [c0 , d0] say, of I with
f (c0){ f (d0).
Hence [c0 , d0]  J and $([c0 , d0])=0. This excludes the possibility that
[c0 , d0] is a two-point set.
We write I0=[c0 , d0] and \0=\(I0) 12 . We consider the family
K=[[c, d] # I : [c, d]/I0 , \([c, d])=\0 , f (c){ f (d )].
Clearly [c0 , d0] # K. Although we shall not formally prove this, K will
in fact be the union of a family of disjoint sub-trees of I. We first show
that K contains may members. Consider any interval [c, d] in K. Since
\([c, d]) 12 , the interval [c, d] is not a two-point set. Suppose that [c, d]
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in I(:0). Then there are two intervals, say [c, e] and [e, d], in I(:0+1)
with c<e<d. Then we have f(c){ f (e) or f (e){ f (d ) or both. If f (c){ f (e),
then $([c, e])=0. Since [c, d] is the immediate predecessor of [c, e] in I, we
have \([c, e])=\([c, d])=\0 . Thus [c, e] # K. Similarly, if f (e){ f (d ),
then [e, d] # K. Thus when [c, d] # K then at least one and at most two of
the immediate successors of [c, d] in I also belong to K. Hence K certainly
contains a sequence of successive intervals starting with [c0 , d0]. We will
say that a, possibly transfinite, sequence
[c% , d%], 0%<3,
of intervals of K with
[c% , d%] # I(:0+%), 0%<3,
and
[c% , d%]#[c. , d.], 0%<.<3
is a main branch in K, and that it is a maximal main branch, if it can not
be extended. If 3 were a successor ordinal, say .+1, then [c. , d.] in K
would have at least one immediate successor in I(:0+1) and the branch
could be extended. Thus 3 must be a limit ordinal when we have a maximal
main branch. Naturally, every main branch can be extended to yield a
maximal main branch.
We say that a maximal main branch say
[c% , d%], 0%<3
is ultimately forkless if for some .<3, no interval [c% , d%] with .%<3
has two immediate successors in K. We study such an ultimately forkless
maximal main branch of K, with a view to the exclusion of such objects.
Consider any interval [c% , d%] with .%<3. The possible successors to
[c% , d%] in K are [c% , e%+1] and [e%+1 , d%] for some e%+1 in (c% , d%). One
of these, say [c% , e%+1], must be [c%+1 , d%+1] and the other [e%+1 , d%]
must have f (e%+1)= f (d%) as it is not in K. Hence
f (c%+1)= f (c%)
and
f (d%+1)= f (e%+1)= f (d%).
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We obtain the same equalities
f (c%+1)= f (c%) and f (d%+1)= f (d%)
in the second case. Now suppose that % is a limit ordinal with .<%<3,
and that
f (c:)= f (c.) and f (d:)= f (d.)
for .:<%. The only possibility for [c% , d%] is
,
.:<%
[c: , d:],
so that
c%= lim
:  %
c: and d%= lim
:  %
d: .
By the continuity of f at c% and d% we conclude that
f (c%)= f (c.) and f (d%)= f (d.)
It follows by transfinite induction that
f (c%)= f (c.) and f (d%)= f (d.) for .%<3.
We now investigate the possibility of extending the ultimately forkless
main branch that we are considering. By the argument of the last paragraph,
we can define c3 and d3 by
c3= lim
:  3
c: and d3= lim
:  3
d: ,
and conclude that
f (c3)= f (c.) and f (d3)= f (d.),
ensuring that f (c3){ f (d3), and c3 {d3 . Thus [c3 , d3] # I. Since
f (c3){ f (d3) we conclude that $([c3 , d3])=0. Since
\([c% , d%])=\0 for .%<3,
we must have
0=$([c3 , d3])=\([c3 , d3])&\0
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and
\([c3 , d3])=\0 .
Thus [c3 , d3] lies in K, and extends the supposedly ultimately forkless
maximal main branch of K. We are forced to conclude that none of the
maximal man branches in K are ultimately forkless.
It is now easy to construct a dyadic interval system within K, and \
takes the constant value \0 on this dyadic interval system contained in I.
This yields a final contradiction and ensures that Tf =0 only when f =0.
Thus (4) holds.
Lemma 6.5. (4) O (1).
Proof. Let T be a bounded linear injection of C(L) into c0(1). Let & }&D
be an equivalent strictly convex norm on c0(1), Day’s norm, for example.
Write
& f &s=(& f &2+&Tf &
2
D)
12,
for all f in C(L). Clearly & }&s satisfies the norm inequality and
& f && f &s(1+&T&2)12 & f & ,
where &T& is the operator norm of T as a map from C(L) to (c0(1 ), & }&D).
Thus & }&s is an equivalent norm on C(L). Further, since T is injective and
& }&D is strictly convex, it is easy to check that & }&s is strictly convex.
Since, by Theorem A, C(L) has an equivalent Kadec norm such that
the pointwise and the norm topologies coincide on is unit sphere, (1)
follows from (2) by Theorem A of Raja [7]. This concludes the proof of
Theorem B.
The condition (3) in Theorem B is clearly related to the condition 3(i)
in Theorem 5.1 of [3]. In fact, it would be possible to deduce the strict
convexifiability of C(L) from condition (3) by applying that Theorem. The
idea is to take a dyadic atomization T of L, to regard T as a tree and to
consider the linear mapping T: C(L)  l(T) given by (Tf )([a, b])=
f (b)& f (a). One can show that this takes values in C0(T) and that ker T
contains only the constant functions. Strict convexifiability of C0(T) thus
implies the same property for C(L). We hope that the proof we have given
here is more transparent than this alternative approach. It may be that
Kadec renormability of C(L) could also be established by using the mapping
T and a suitable transfer argument. However, as we remarked in the
Introduction, such an approach would undoubtedly be a great deal more
complicated than what we did in Section 5.
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Theorem 6.1. Suppose that the compact totally ordered space L has a
dyadic atomization I and there is a countable ordinal * such that the set of
intervals
[I(#): #*]
contains no dyadic interval system for L. Then C(L) has an equivalent
strictly convex norm.
Proof. We suppose that the totally ordered space L is compact in its
order topology and has a dyadic atomization
I=. [I(#): 0#<1],
with the property that, for some countable ordinal *, the intervals
. [I(#): *#<1]
contain no dyadic interval system.
We choose a strictly increasing map { from * identified with the set
[#: 0#<*] to the real interval [0, 12], this being possible since * is
countable. We define an interval function \ in I by taking
\(I )={{(#)1
if I # I(#) with 0#<*,
if I # I(#) with *#<1.
This \ is clearly decreasing and bounded. If \ were constant on any
dyadic interval system contained in I, the constant value would have to be
1 and the dyadic interval system would have to be contained within the
family
[I(#): *#<1]n
which contains no such dyadic interval system, by hypothesis. Hence \ is
constant on no dyadic interval system contained in I. It now follows from
our lemmas that C(L) has an equivalent locally uniformly convex norm.
7. EXAMPLES
In this section, we illustrate the difficulty of determining whether or not
a C(L) space has or does not have an equivalent strictly convex norm by
the following examples. In these examples, when L is a totally ordered
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space and 1 is any ordinal, we use (L)1 to denote the lexicographic product
of a sequence of 1 of copies of L.
Example 1. Let L be a totally ordered space with at least two points
that is compact in its order topology and for which C(L) has a strictly
convex norm. Then C((L) 1) has an equivalent strictly convex norm, if,
and only if, 1 is countable.
Here L may be taken to be the two-point space [0, 1], the unit interval
[0, 1] or the ordinal interval [0, }] for any ordinal }.
Note that C(([0, 1]) |1) is an example of a Banach space with a Kadec
renorming that has no locally uniformly convex renorming. The first such
example was given in [3]; we believe that this new example is significantly
easier to understand.
Example 2. Let #(x) be a countable ordinal for each real x in [0, 1].
Let L be the system of all pairs (x, z) with 0x1 and z # ([0, 1]) #(x)
with the natural lexicographic order. Then, even when the function # is
bounded by no countable ordinal, the space C(L) always has an equivalent
strictly convex norm.
Example 3. Suppose that there is a Souslin line and let L be a Souslin
line, compactified by the addition of two end-points, then C(L) has no
equivalent strictly convex norm.
A Souslin line is a totally ordered space that is Dedekind complete and
connected in its order topology, that contains no uncountable family of
pair-wise disjoint open intervals, but never-the-less is non-separable.
The existence of a Souslin line is neither provable nor refutable in ZFC.
For further details see, for example, [8]. We know of no example in ZFC
of a compact space K with the countable chain condition such that C(K)
is not strictly convexifiable.
The discussion of the examples above follows.
Example 1. Let L be a totally ordered space, with at least two points,
that is compact in its order topology and for which C(L) has a strictly
convex norm. Let (L)1 denote the lexicographic product of a sequence of
type 1 of copies of L. First suppose that 1 is countable. By Theorem B,
C(L) has an equivalent locally uniformly convex norm. By Theorem 3.1,
C((L) 1 ) has an equivalent locally uniformly convex norm which is, of
course, strictly convex.
Now suppose that 1 is uncountable. Let 0 and 1 be the least and largest
element of L. As L has at least two points, 0{1. Now C(([0, 1]) |1) has
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a natural embedding as a closed linear subspace of C(([0, 1]) 1 ). Further,
since ([0, 1]) 1 has a natural embedding as a closed subset of (L) 1, the
space C(([0, 1])1 ) is isometrically isomorphic to a closed linear subspace
of C((L) 1 ) by Lemma 3.4. If C((L) 1 ) were to have an equivalent strictly
convex norm, then C(([0, 1]) |1) would have such a strictly convex norm.
So it suffices to prove that C(([0, 1]) |1) has no such norm.
We suppose, for sake of argument, that C(([0, 1]) |1) has an equivalent
strictly convex norm. Then, by Lemma 6.2, there is a bounded decreasing
interval function \, defined on the intervals of ([0, 1]) |1 that is constant
on no dyadic interval system on ([0, 1]) |1. We use
x=[x# : 0#<|1]
with
x#=0 or 1, 0#<|1 ,
to denote the typical point of ([0, 1]) |1.
In the rest of the section, we call a closed interval with non-empty interior
a proper interval. First we note that if [a, b] is a proper interval in ([0, 1])|1
there is a c in ([0, 1]) |1 with a<c<b. For some countable ordinal # we
have
a1 , a2 , ..., a#<c1 , c2 , ..., c#<b1 , b2 , ..., b#
using the natural order for truncated sequences from ([0, 1]) |1. Then
[(c1 , c2 , ..., c# , 0, 0, ...), (c1 , c2 , ..., c# , 1, 1, ...)]
is a proper interval contained in (a, b) with infinitely many points. Now,
starting with [a(0), b(0)] with
a(0)=[0: 0#<1] and b(0)=[1: 0#<1]
we define a countable sequence of nested proper intervals
[a(n), b(n)], n0,
in ([0, 1])1 in such a way that
[a(n+1), b(n+1)]/(a(n), b(n))
and
\([a(n+1), b(n+1)])sup[\(I): I/(a(n), b(n))]&2&n,
the supremum being taken over all proper intervals I contained in (a(n), b(n)).
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The monotonic sequences a(n) and b(n), n0, converge to points a and
b with ab. We prove that we must have a<b. As the sequence a(n), n0,
is strictly increasing
a(n)<a for n0.
For each n, let #(n) be the least ordinal for which
a (n): =a: , 0:<#(n),
a (n)#(n)<a#(n) .
This implies a (n)#(n)=0 and a#(n)=1. Let # be the supremum of all these #(n).
Then #<w1 . Now, for each n0,
a(n)a$
with
a$: =a: , for 0:<#,
a$:=0 for #:<|1 .
Hence the limit of the sequence a(n), n0, must be a$. Thus all the com-
ponents of a from some countable ordinal onwards must be 0. Similarly all
the components of b from some point onwards must be 1. Hence [a, b] is
proper.
By our choice of the sequence of intervals we have
\([a(n+1), b(n+1)])sup[\(I ): I/(a(n), b(n))]&2&n,
sup[\(I ): I/(a, b)]&2&n.
Thus
\*= lim
n  
\([a(n), b(n)])sup[\(I ): I/(a, b)].
But if I/(a, b) then I/[a(n), b(n)] for all n0 so that
\(I ) lim
n  
\([a(n), b (n)])
=\*sup[\(I ): I/(a, b)].
Hence \(I )=\* for all proper intervals I in (a, b), and \ is constant on a
dyadic interval system contained in (a, b). This contradiction shows that
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C(([0, 1]) |1) and so also C((L) 1) has no equivalent strictly convex
norm.
Example 2. This result is an immediate consequence of Example 1
showing that C(([0, 1]) #(x)) has an equivalent locally uniformly convex
norm for each countable ordinal #(x) and Theorem 2 of [4].
Example 3. We suppose that there is a Souslin line, and that L is
obtained from the Souslin line by the adjunction of two end-points. Then
L is totally ordered and is compact and connected in its order topology.
Further L satisfies the countable chain condition but is not separable.
We suppose, for sake of argument, that C(L) has an equivalent strictly
convex norm. Let \ be the corresponding interval function defined on the
closed intervals of L as in Lemma 6.2.
Since \ is bounded, for each proper interval H of L and each n0, there
are certainly proper intervals I with I/H and
\(I )sup[\(J): J/H]&2&n,
the supremum being taken over all proper intervals J contained in H. This
ensures that
\(I )sup[\(J): J/I]&2&n.
Now, for each n0, we can choose a maximal disjoint family In of proper
intervals I of L with
\(I )sup[\(J): J/I]&2&n,
By the countable chain condition, each family In must be countable. So the
set E of all end-points of the intervals [In : n0] is countable. Since L
is not separable, E is not dense in L and we can find a proper interval of
L, say H, that does not meet E. If, for some n0, H does not meet
[I: I # In], we could find a proper interval I contained in H with
\(I )sup[\(J): J/I]&2&n,
and the existence of this I refutes the maximality of In . Hence H meets
each set [I: I # In]. Since H contains none of the end-points, it follows
that, for each n, there exist an In such that H/In # In . Thus
\(H)sup[\(J): J/H]&2&n
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for each n and so
\(H)sup[\(J): J/H].
Since J/H implies \(J)\(H), it follows that \(J) is constant and equal
to \(H), for all proper intervals J contained in H. Hence \ is constant on
a dyadic system of intervals contained in H, contrary to our supposition.
Thus C(L) can admit no equivalent strictly convex norm.
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